For the Krishna Temple in Zurich we are looking for

Co-President Department Internal approx. 60-100%
as a member of the temple management
Tasks








Shared responsibility for the operations in the Krishna Temple Zurich as a member of
the temple management
Management of the internal department with the areas of kitchen, altar and the temple
commander
Leadership for the department heads as mentioned above
Responsibility for all internal temple activities, in close collaboration with the division
managers
Together with the support of the other two Co-presidents and the counselors to care for
the temple residents on all levels (physical, mental, emotional, social, intellectual, and
spiritual)
You are the brahminical and spiritual director of the temple; you direct, instruct, correct,
encourage and inspire temple residents, congregational members, and guests

Profile:

















Identification with the mission statement and goals of ISKCON and the Krishna
Community Switzerland (you chant 16 rounds of the maha-mantra daily and follow the
four regulative principles)
You have a strong personal sadhana (spiritual practice)
You have received the brahminical initiation from a guru in ISKCON
You belong to a certain ashram and follow the standard lifestyle and etiquette of this
ashram
You represent ISKCON in every aspect (behavior, dress code, etc.) both in your private
as well as your public life, both inside and outside the temple
Humble and non-envious
Self-motivated, determined, and patient
Respect for superiors, colleagues, and subordinates as well as for everyone else
You stay balanced even under pressure, you are flexible and able to work in teams
You have experience in personnel management and a participative, cooperative, and
team-oriented leadership attitude
Good knowledge of human nature and empathy towards others
Communicate respectfully, clearly, completely, quickly, and according to the situation
High degree of self-reliance
You have excellent skills in written and spoken German and/or English
If you are not Swiss or do not live in Switzerland, you should ideally be an EU citizen (to
get a residence permit for Switzerland) and know the culture and mentality of Swiss
citizens/devotees

Further information:








Versatile area of responsibility
Financial support and accommodation by agreement
Independent way of working with a lot of creative freedom and flexible working hours
Motivated team
Mutual cooperation in Krishna's service
Clear goals and future-oriented projects
Dedicated board of directors




Work location in the Krishna Tempel at Bergstrasse 54 in Zurich or home office
Ideally, you live in or near the temple

Would you like to engage your many years of experience in Krishna's service and do you feel
addressed? Then we look forward to receiving your complete application documents with a
letter of motivation to our president of the Krishna Association Switzerland, Divya-simha Dasa,
divyasimha.sns@pamho.net.
Hare Krishna and thank you very much!

